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(a) Though spelling is needed for writing only, some few
children learn so much more readily by ear than eye, that
they must vocalize spelling.
(6) The children to whom sight is the best sense should
spell well, and if they do not it is because they have learnt
to read in large units and not studied the actual shape of
each word. For this study they are now ready. They
must be encouraged to look carefully, to compare with
words that will help, to shut their eyes and see if they
can see the word in their minds, to write it down and com-
pare with the original and finally to write it in its correct
place in the dictionary that they are compiling.
But immediate memory of the word is not enough and
the teacher will explain to his class how much more rapidly
we all forget during the first few days. Consequently the
child must have a time set aside daily when he looks over
the new—and less frequently—the old words in his diction-
ary ; and from time to time the teacher must hear him.
Spelling is important; it is with systematic effort on the
part of the teacher and learner easily acquired; it is, as a
rule, an excellent example of memory work that should
find a place at least in aU junior schools and for such chil-
dren in the senior schools who still have difficulty with
the art,
It is dearly hard for us to be patient with the type of
critic who damns our work because an office boy spells
Germany with a J ; but it is probably equally hard for
such a critic to realize that we do much for children although
we have failed to give them so simple a technique*

